
BLACK SATELLITE 
Premiere New Single 

“My Resolve” 
 Listen via New Noise Magazine here: 

goo.gl/xi0HHw   

Endless Album 
Slated for Release 

July 7th 

https://t.co/NVhRLDUXff


June 8th, 2017 – New York City, NY – Powerhouse rock duo Black Satellite are premiering their 
latest single “My Resolve” exclusively via New Noise Magazine! Fans can stream the track here: 
goo.gl/xi0HHw  . The new single is the third track the band has shared from their forthcoming 
album Endless, slated for release on July 7th. “My Resolve” will be available for purchase and 
streaming across all platforms on Friday, June 16th. For more information, please visit: https://
blacksatellite.band/ 

“Throughout our evolution and maturation, ‘My Resolve’ has remained a constant, central axis.” 
Lead vocalist Larissa Vale told New Noise Magazine, “We felt that releasing this song as a single 
was important to us because it almost acts as a type of centrifuge on the record.” Written in 2014, 
“My Resolve” is in many ways a symbol of the present and past of Black Satellite. Vale explains, “It 
serves as an early precursor for our current sound and style, also reminding us that we have always 
stayed true in both direction and intention.” The thought-provoking lyrics of the song express a 
feeling of loss-of-self: “The idea behind ‘My Resolve’ is caring for someone so much that you would 
happily jump head-first into the dark for them; that they are your only chance at salvation.”  

Called a “rock band beyond definition” by idobi Radio, Black Satellite have been crafting mind-
blowing alt-rock for over six years. Comprised of Larissa Vale (vocals) and Kyle Hawken (guitar), 
the duo came together in their hometown of State College, Pennsylvania and quickly formed a loyal 
bond that created the foundation for Black Satellite. The sound they've developed is a culmination 
of a deep-rooted partnership contributing to their unified writing style. "For us, Endless is very 
much a journey of conflict, self-acceptance, and desire," Vale remarked about the forthcoming 
album, "Finding a balance amidst the chaos." 
 
The “balance” is evident in the seamless blend of Vale’s earth-shaking vocals and 
Hawkens’ masterful riffs woven throughout. 

The full Endless album, mastered by Ted Jensen (Muse, Marilyn Manson, Arcade Fire) paints an 
almost cinematic landscape, with each track revealing a new facet of the duo's style and 
complexity. "Writing this album was a way for us to work through some complicated emotions," Vale 
explains, "It was an opportunity to look back and reflect." Black Satellite is already shaking the rock 
scene with their latest singles “Valkyrie” and “Blind” and kickstarted their superstar trajectory 
with a performance supporting Starset at NYC’s Gramercy Theatre, just weeks after the release of 
their debut single. Later this year the band will be relocating to Nashville, Tennessee to create and 
dominate a new era of rock in the Music City.  

“My Resolve” is the third single from Black Satellite’s forthcoming album Endless, out on July 7th. 
The track follows their previous releases “Valkyrie” and “Blind.” “My Resolve” will be available for 
purchase and streaming across all platforms on Friday, June 16th. For more information please visit: 
https://blacksatellite.band/  

For more information, please visit: 
Website: https://blacksatellite.band/  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BlackSatelliteOfficial 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/blacksatellite 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/BlackSatellite 
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